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LATEST  HACKS :



OVERVIEW

Researchers found hundreds of millions of user information hiding 
in plain sight, inadvertently posted publicly on AWS servers. At 
issue are Facebook app datasets from two different third-party 
developers. One, from the Mexico-based media company Cultura 
Colectiva, contains more than 540 million records that include user 
comments, likes, reactions, account names, Facebook IDs and data 
specifically tied to user accounts. 
 
A related, but separate, backup from a Facebook app called “At the 
Pool” was also discovered to be publicly accessible through an 
unsecured AWS S3 bucket. This database backup contained 
columns for a variety of Facebook user datasets, including location 
information and personal interests. The passwords appear to be 
specifically for the “At the Pool” app rather than for the user’s 
Facebook account, but still puts users at risk who have reused the 
same password across accounts.



CAUSE

The private data of Facebook users was publicly available 
because an AWS S3 server (or multiple servers) was configured 

to allow public download of files. Many organizations, after 
spinning up S3 buckets and establishing default permissions, 
tend to arbitrarily dump data into these repositories without 

validating their configurations.
 

Many organizations operate with the presumption that 
temporary configurations will be updated with tighter access 

restrictions to accommodate sensitive data. Yet, if admins 
neglect to change access configurations or are unaware of the 

content of the buckets, permission levels will remain broadly 
open and accessible.



PREVENTION

S3 buckets may be the oldest service in AWS. As a result, it has 
some legacy security controls which may lead to a level of 
confusion when trying to secure it.
 
S3’s maturity has also made it a target for people to troll for keys, 
passwords, and data they should not have access too. If you store 
intellectual property, source code, or other data that is important 
to your business in S3, it is important to understand how access to 
this is controlled.
 
By default, S3 does have a default Deny rule, so if you do nothing, 
only the account owner will ever be able to use S3. However, a 
quick review reveals three places where you can configure 
additional access to S3, IAM Policies, S3 Bucket Policies, and S3 
Access Control Lists (ACLs).

Learn more about AWS S3 security best practices.

https://www.lacework.com/avoiding-holes-in-your-aws-buckets-2/

